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Abstract—The performance and costs of geo-replicated online
services depend on which data centers handle user requests, and
which wide-area paths carry traffic. To provide good performance
at reasonable cost, service providers adapt the mapping of user
requests to data centers (e.g., through DNS), and routing of
responses back to users (i.e., through multi-homed route control).

Mapping and routing are typically managed independently,
with mapping having limited visibility into routing decisions,
response path latencies, and bandwidth costs. However, poor
visibility and uncoordinated decision-making can lead to worse
performance and higher costs when compared to a joint decision.
In this paper, we argue that mapping and routing should continue
to operate modularly, but cooperate towards service-wide perfor-
mance and cost goals. Our main contribution is a distributed
algorithm to steer cooperating, yet functionally separate, mapping
and routing provably towards a globally optimal operating point.
Trace-based evaluations on an operational CDN show that the
algorithm converges to within 1% of optimum in 3-6 iterations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online service providers (OSPs) carefully optimize the
performance their customers experience, since even small
increases in user-perceived latency can have significant impact
on revenue [1]. To improve performance and reliability, OSPs
run services out of multiple geographically distributed service
locations (e.g., data centers), each typically peering with multi-
ple ISPs. However, good performance must be balanced against
operational costs resulting from the electricity and bandwidth
needed to serve large amounts of data on a daily basis [2], [3].

Client traffic loads, path latencies, and electricity and
bandwidth costs, vary over space and time. To provide good
performance at reasonable costs, OSPs adapt the wide-area
paths carried by traffic in two key ways (Fig. 1)—mapping
requests to specific locations (e.g., DNS redirection [4], [5]),
and routing responses back to clients through peer selection at
the egress to the Internet (e.g., multi-homed routing [2], [6]).
These ‘knobs’ allow an OSP to exploit path and cost diversity
to adapt to time-varying demands, path performance, and costs.

To our knowledge of the state of the art, mapping and
routing are managed independently: mapping decisions are
made without full visibility into the path metrics, loads and
decisions of the (multi-homed) routing system. However, as
we show in §II, misaligned objectives, lack of information
visibility and uncoordinated decision-making can lead to bad
performance and high costs. For example, the mapping may
direct user requests to locations with limited upstream band-
width, poor routing performance [4], [7], or expensive ISP
connectivity [2]. As a Google CDN study [4] shows, clients can
experience latencies inflated by several tens of milliseconds
even when served by the geographically closest node, in part
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Fig. 1. An online service with multiple data centers across the Internet.

due to routing inefficiencies. In such cases, better visibility
into routing decisions and path performance can allow poorly
performing clients to be mapped to other locations.

A natural approach to improve the situation is to jointly
compute mapping and routing decisions—after all, the OSP
may have administrative control over both. However, the ability
to separately compute decisions is desirable for two key rea-
sons. First, an OSP may not be running its own infrastructure
on all parts of its global traffic management system. For
example, an OSP may employ an external mapping service,
e.g., [5], [8]. In such cases, the OSP may only dictate high-
level policies but may be unable to compute or configure the
mapping decisions directly. Second, a large OSP may already
have operational mapping and routing infrastructure working
independently [4], [7]. Hence, instead of building a monolithic
system, we argue that mapping and routing should continue to
operate modularly, but coordinate to achieve the service-wide
performance and cost of a joint system.

Our goal is to construct a distributed algorithm to coordi-
nate administratively separate mapping and routing systems,
and provably achieve global performance and cost goals. Un-
like prior works on OSP joint traffic engineering [2], [7], [9],
this algorithm retains the modularity of mapping and routing
while addressing major concerns that couple their decisions
(e.g., link capacities). Our contributions are as follows.

Identifying challenges in coordination. We show why a naive
distributed algorithm, where mapping and routing iteratively
optimize decisions—even with full information visibility—can
lead to bad performance and high costs (§II).

Distributed mapping and routing algorithm. We present a
distributed algorithm that systematically addresses the causes
of suboptimality, hence allowing modular mapping and routing
to provably converge to a global optimum (§IV). The solution
is summarized in Fig. 2. Our optimization model captures con-
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Fig. 2. Distributed mapping-routing algorithm (§IV). Data center i solves
local problem ROUTINGi to obtain multi-homed routing decisions, and
mapping nodes solve MAPPING to compute global mapping decisions. They
then exchange measured traffic volumes, path performance, and computed
mapping and routing decisions, and iteratively reoptimize until convergence.

siderations like traffic demands, path performance, bandwidth
costs, mapping policies [5], [8], and link capacities (§III).
Evaluation on CoralCDN traces. We evaluate the distributed
algorithm on traces from CoralCDN [10], an operational
content distribution network, and show that it converges to
within 1% of the global optimum in 3-6 iterations (§V).

II. COORDINATING MAPPING & ROUTING

Performing client-mapping and network-routing indepen-
dently can miss opportunities to improve performance or
reduce costs. Through an example OSP which has two data
centers (DCs) each with two ISP links, and one client IP prefix,
we highlight some challenges that hinder independent mapping
and routing systems from arriving at good collective decisions.

Misaligned objectives can lead to suboptimal decisions.
Typically, mapping and routing systems work with different
objectives—e.g., mapping performs latency and load-based DC
selection, while routing considers end-to-end performance and
bandwidth costs to choose a peer to forward responses. In
Fig. 3(a), the routing system at each DC picks the peer with the
least cost per unit bandwidth, while the mapping system picks
the DC with the least propagation delay given current routing
choices—resulting in a situation where the service neither has
globally optimal cost nor optimal latency.

Incomplete visibility can lead to suboptimal decisions.
In Fig. 3(b), the mapping and routing systems both optimize
latency, and users are sending traffic at the rate of 5Gb/s.
Without information on link loads and capacities, the mapping
system directs too much traffic to the DC on the left, leading to
large queuing delays and packet losses. If the mapping system
uses information about link capacities, it could easily direct
most traffic to the alternate DC with ample spare capacity,
and only slightly worse latency.

Coupled constraints can lead to suboptimal equilibria.
Even if mapping and routing have aligned objectives (e.g.,
minimize latency) and complete visibility, optimizing their
decisions separately taking turns can still lead to globally
suboptimal situations. In Fig. 4(a), mapping and routing are
locally optimal given each other’s decisions, as traffic is served
through the least latency paths respecting link capacities.
However, in the globally optimal allocation, all traffic is served
by the DC on the right, using both peers.

Bad routing decisions for prefixes with no traffic contri-
bution to a DC can lead to suboptimal equilibria. Consider

the scenario in Fig. 4(b), where a mapping initialization (e.g.,
from geo-proximity) directs all traffic to the DC on the left.
No traffic from this user reaches the other DC, so all routing
decisions here are equally good. Suppose this DC chooses to
route traffic through the 100ms path. Then, these mapping and
routing decisions are locally optimal to each other—preventing
the routing from exploring the globally optimal 50ms path.
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Fig. 3. (a) Mapping is suboptimal because of misaligned objectives; (b) Map-
ping is suboptimal because routing does not share link-related information.
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Fig. 4. (a) Separate mapping and routing can be inefficient under coupled
constraints; (b) Routing is suboptimal when mapping sends no traffic to a DC.

III. OSP & OPTIMIZATION MODELS

In this section, we introduce the model for (i) OSP mapping
and routing decisions, (ii) performance and cost goals, and (iii)
joint cost-performance optimization.

A. Online Service Provider Model

Network. The OSP network model is summarized in Fig. 1.
An online service runs in a set I of service locations (i.e., data
centers, caches, replicas, availability zones). Every location i
is connected to the Internet through a set of ISP links, which
we denote by Ji. Let C be the set of clients, where each
client c is an aggregate of real users (in our experiments,
these are IP prefixes). Clients can be directed to different
locations depending on their proximity and the current load on
the compute infrastructure. Such mapping of users to locations
occurs through a set of “mapping nodes”, such as authoritative
DNS servers or HTTP proxies. Once a request is serviced at
location i, the egress router picks one or more ISP-links j ∈ Ji
to send responses. The total traffic that a link j can support is
limited by its capacity capi j.

Mapping Decisions (choice of service location). We denote
αic as the proportion of traffic from client c mapped to location
i. We require that ∑i αic = 1 for all c, where αic ∈ [0,1].
Different users in the same IP prefix c may be directed to
different locations simultaneously. The mapping decisions are
realized by a flexible mapping service e.g., [5], [8], [11]. Each
user is served by its local mapping node, e.g., a local DNS
server, and mapped to the designated service location.

Routing Decisions (choice of egress ISP). Each service
location is connected to the Internet by several links to different
ISPs. We use the index j to denote a link that connects a
service location to an ISP. For every location i, we denote by



βi jc the proportion of traffic for client c served by location i that
is sent over link j ∈ Ji, where ∑ j: j∈Ji βi jc = 1. The response-
routing decision only controls the first hop, and not the entire
path. Typical routing decisions βi jc are often integers {0,1},
since one next-hop is chosen to reach each client c. We relax
this constraint and allow OSPs to freely split client traffic
across links. In practice, fractional routing can be realized by
hash-based splitting or multi-homing agents [12]. Each data
center is a stub autonomous system with no transit service,
hence routing changes do not need BGP to reconverge.

B. Performance and Cost Goals

User-perceived latency is a key performance metric for on-
line services, since even small increments can have significant
effects on revenue [1]. User-perceived latency can depend on
round trip delays between users and data centers, processing
time within the compute infrastructure, TCP dynamics, and
even browser page loading time. In this paper, we focus on
optimizing the round trip latency for user requests, which
impacts the completion time of short TCP flows [13], much
more than metrics like bandwidth and packet loss.

Average end-to-end latency objective. We use average end-
to-end path RTT (ms/request) as our performance metric.
Path latencies depend on which locations handle requests,
which wide-area paths deliver traffic, and packet queuing
and transmission delays along paths. A service provider can
obtain statistically averaged latencies through active measure-
ments [14] or latency prediction tools [15]. We use perfi jc to
denote the latency from location i to client c, when i picks link
j ∈ Ji to deliver traffic. Then the performance objective is:

perf =

(
∑
c∈C

volc ∑
i∈I

αic ∑
j∈Ji

βi jcperfi jc

)
/∑

c
volc,

where volc is the total request volume from client c. We
ignore the impact of OSP traffic shifts on latency as long as
data center-ISP links operate safely under capacity. This is a
standard simplification used in prior works [2], [6].

Average cost per request objective. Operational costs are an
important consideration for OSPs [2], [3]. In this paper we
focus on ISP bandwidth costs, which can be significant on
its own for large OSPs [2]. For tractability, we assume a cost
function which is linear on the amount of data sent. The cost
metric is average cost per request ($/request):

cost =

(
∑
c∈C

volc ∑
i∈I

αic ∑
j∈Ji

βi jcpricei j

)
/∑

c
volc

where pricei j is the cost per request on link j∈ Ji of data center
i. In practice ISPs employ complex pricing functions (e.g., 95th
percentile charging). However optimizing a linear cost on every
charging interval can reduce monthly 95th percentile costs [2].

C. Joint Cost-Performance Optimization

The goals of minimizing latency and minimizing costs can
often be at odds. For example, an ISP with richer Internet peer-
ing may offer lower latencies to more clients, albeit at higher
cost, than its competitors [2]. To strike a balance between cost
and performance, we introduce a weight K that reflects the
amount of additional costs ($/request) that an OSP is willing

to pay for one unit of performance improvement (ms/request).
Hence, the OSP’s goal is to minimize cost+K ·perf, which
captures pareto-optimal tradeoffs between perf and cost.

For additional flexibility, we allow OSPs to express map-
ping policies in terms of traffic split ratios wi (with tolerance
εi) or absolute request caps Bi per data center i. This allows
an OSP to balance load between data centers in a weighted
round robin fashion [8] or limit load at certain sites [5].

We formulate the joint optimization problem as follows:

GLOBAL
minimize cost+K ·perf (1a)
subject to ∑

c,i: j∈Ji

volcαicβi jc ≤ capi j, ∀ j (1b)∣∣∣∣∑c volcαic

∑c′ volc′
−wi

∣∣∣∣≤ εi, ∀i (1c)

∑
c

volcαic ≤ Bi, ∀i (1d)

∑
i

αic = 1, ∀c (1e)

∑
j∈Ji

βi jc = 1, ∀i,c (1f)

variables αic ≥ 0, ∀i,c, βi jc ≥ 0, ∀i, j,c

where (1b) ensures the aggregate link traffic does not exceed
capacity [2], [5], [9], [16]. Constraints (1c) and (1d) enforce
traffic split ratios and bandwidth caps respectively. Constraints
(1e) and (1f) ensure that proportions sum up to one. The
problem (1) is a linear program on α and β separately, but
non-convex when both are variables. As such, it cannot be
solved using standard convex programming. However, it can
be converted into an equivalent LP (whose variables couple
mapping and routing) and solved efficiently (Appendix A).

IV. OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHM

We design effective ways to avoid suboptimal equilibria
(§IV-A) and present an optimal distributed algorithm (§IV-B).

A. Avoiding Suboptimal Equilibria

A straightforward distributed solution to the joint problem
(1) is to alternate between the mapping nodes optimizing
over α (given routing decisions β ), and the routing nodes
optimizing over β (given mapping decisions α). However, such
separate optimizations often lead to local optima (§II).

We systematically address the causes of suboptimality from
§II. First, we align mapping and routing objectives explicitly
by constructing both to solve the joint problem (1) iteratively.
Further, we mandate that each system has visibility into
information needed to solve the joint problem, by requiring
specific local measurements and exchange of statistics (§IV-B).

Next, we illustrate how we mitigate the coupled constraints
problem through an example network in Fig. 5 (a). Let α and
β be the mapping and routing decisions respectively. If the
client has one unit of demand, optimal latency is achieved
when α = 1,β = 1/4. However, by separate optimizations, we
can end up in local optima, e.g., α = 1/2,β = 1/2, which are
valid but globally suboptimal mapping and routing profiles.
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Fig. 5. An example of local optima with separate optimization.

Fig. 5 (b) visualizes how the local optimum is reached from
an initial starting point. The color-shaded region represents
the feasible decision space. The curvy boundaries reflect the
capacity constraints of the 50ms and 60ms links. The color
coding means the objective value, i.e., latency, where red is
high and blue is low. All points on these boundaries except
at α = 1 are local optima, which can be very inefficient. In
general, the feasible space—determined by link capacity and
mapping policy constraints—is non-convex.

Motivated by the observation that an ill-shaped feasible
region does not enable efficient distributed optimization, we
aim to work around the boundaries implied by the hard capac-
ity constraints. (We show later that these are in fact the only
constraints leading to suboptimal equilibria in Appendix B.)
We relax the link capacity constraint by introducing a penalty
function. In particular, we utilize a piece-wise linear function
Φi j(·) often used in ISP traffic engineering [17] to capture costs
due to high link utilization. The penalty term Φ improves the
prediction of client performance by capturing the effects of
link congestion on queuing delay. In the refined global opti-
mization, namely GLOBALΦ, we replace the objective (1a)
by

objg(α,β ) =

∑
i jc

αicβi jcvolc
(
pricei j +K ·perfi jc

)
∑
c

volc

+∑
i j

Φi j

(
∑
c

αicβi jcvolc

)
/ |J| , (2)

which can be viewed as a joint cost-performance optimization
with link congestion consideration. The constraint (1b) that
caused the suboptimal equilibria is now removed from the
problem. Figure 5(c) shows that the solution of this refined
problem formulation converges to the global optimum by
alternately fixing one dimension and optimizing the other. The
whole decision space is now feasible, but the violation of link
capacity will incur a high cost. Note that the global optima
shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) are different, as the congestion
cost is not considered in the original formulation.

B. Distributed Mapping and Routing

We present a distributed solution that builds on the existing
practice of computing mapping and routing decisions inde-

pendently. The key idea is to design optimization problems
for each system, i.e., mapping and routing, in which (i) they
have aligned objectives, and (ii) each system computes only
its own (local) decision variables, using local constraints and
exchange of appropriate statistics. In particular, mapping nodes
collectively solve the following mapping problem:

MAPPING(β )

minimize objg (3a)

subject to

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
c

αicvolc

∑
c

volc
−wi

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣≤ εi, ∀i (3b)

∑
c

αicvolc ≤ Bi, ∀i (3c)

∑
i

αic = 1, ∀c, (3d)

variables αic ≥ 0, ∀ i,c

Further, edge routers together solve the following problem:

ROUTING(α)

minimize objg (4a)

subject to ∑
j∈Ji

βi jc = 1, ∀i,c (4b)

variables βi jc ≥ 0, ∀ i, j,c

Note that ROUTING does need to know about MAPPING’s
load balancing policies. Further, MAPPING and ROUTING
are both convex optimizations, which can be efficiently solved.

A distributed solution, the alternate projection algorithm,
proceeds as follows: given routing decisions β as input, map-
ping nodes solve (3) and optimize over α , and given mapping
decisions α as input, edge routers solve (4) and optimize over
β . The two steps are carried out iteratively until solutions
converge. We allow mapping and routing problems to be solved
at different time-scales, with the only requirement that (3) does
not start until (4) is fully solved, and vice versa. This is easily
ensured by having each component wait to receive inputs from
the other before solving its own local optimization problem.

However, we showed in Figure 4(b), in general the alternate
projection algorithm may still lead to suboptimal equilibria,
when some clients send no traffic to a data center. To mitigate



this no traffic problem, we introduce a refinement to routing
in addition to the optimality of (4). (We later prove the
optimality of such a refined routing strategy in Appendix B.)
In practical computation of routing decisions, we introduce
an approximation to (4) by incrementing an infinitesimally
small demand to a client-server pair with zero traffic, i.e.,
αic← δ if αic = 0, where δ is a small positive constant [18].
This approximation is often used to ease the computation so
that standard optimization techniques can be applied. However,
clients do not need to send real traffic, making this approach
practically appealing.

We show that the alternate projection algorithm with the
refinements introduced above provably converges to the global
optimum of GLOBALΦ :

Theorem 1: Alternate projections of MAPPING and
ROUTING converge to an optimal solution of GLOBALΦ.

Note that ROUTING can be further decomposed into
local versions at each data center, as both its objectives and
constraints can be decoupled, e.g., objg = ∑i obj(i)g , where

obj(i)g = ∑
j∈Ji,c

αicβi jcvolc
(
pricei j +K ·perfi jc

)
/∑

c
volc

+ ∑
j∈Ji

Φi j

(
∑
c

αicβi jcvolc

)
/ |J|

is the local objective function at data center i. There is no
need for coordination among data centers, and their decisions
collectively attain the optimal solution to (4). The mapping
problem (3) can also be distributed among mapping nodes;
indeed [5] studies this problem. We omit the details here.

The distributed algorithm is summarized in Fig. 2. Mapping
nodes collectively measure client request rates, and solve
the global mapping problem MAPPING using routing deci-
sions and path latencies from the routing system. Each data
center locally measures path latencies to clients, and solves
ROUTINGi using mapping decisions and traffic volumes
from the mapping system. We assume that other optimization
parameters—namely configuration of data centers, peering
links, link capacities and mapping policies—vary slower than
the decision reoptimization time, and are globally up to date.

C. Optimality of distributed solution

Due to space limitations, we present a proof sketch and
defer the formal proof to the Appendix. The proof proceeds
in three steps. We first show that there exists a equilibrium
point (α∗,β ∗), such that α∗ is a best response to β ∗, and vice
versa. We define the best response as an optimal projection
(Def. 2), and the resulting equilibrium as a Nash equilibrium
(Def. 3). We further prove that (α∗,β ∗) is also an optimal
solution to GLOBALΦ, which is one of our main contributions
and significantly generalizes previous results [18]. We finally
show that the alternate projection algorithm leads to a Nash
equilibrium point, which completes the proof.

The rest of this section introduces these formalities to assist
our proof. First, we need a way to capture the marginal cost
fi jc of serving client c from data center i over link j:

Definition 1: Let the metric fi jc be defined as

fi jc(αic,βi jc) = volc
(
pricei j +K ·perfi jc

)
/∑

c′
volc′

+volcΦ
′
j

(
∑
c

αicβi jcvolc

)
/ |J|

We next define the optimal projection of mapping and routing
strategies, respectively:

Definition 2: (i) Given fixed routing decisions β , a set
of mapping decisions α∗ is called an optimal projection onto
mapping space if α∗ is an optimal solution to (3). (ii) Given
fixed mapping decisions α , a set of routing decisions β ∗ is
called an optimal projection onto routing space if, ∀i,c, we
have fi jc(αic,β

∗
i jc) ≤ fi j′c(αic,β

∗
j′c) for all j, j′ ∈ Ji such that

β ∗jc > 0.

Lemma 1: If β ∗ is an optimal projection given α , then
β ∗ is also an optimal solution to (4).

It is easy to check that an optimal solution to (4) is not
necessarily an optimal projection. We introduced an approxi-
mation in §IV-B by incrementing small traffic demand to every
client-server pair. We then can calculate the optimal projection
of routing by solving refined (3) using standard optimization
techniques. We next define the notion of Nash equilibria.

Definition 3: A set of mapping and routing decisions
(α∗,β ∗) is called a Nash equilibrium if α∗ is an optimal
projection given β ∗, and β ∗ is an optimal projection given
α∗.

V. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION EVALUATION

Experiment setup. CoralCDN [10] is a caching and content
distribution platform running on Planetlab. Our request-level
trace collected at 229 Planetlab sites running Coral consists of
over 27 million requests and a terabyte of data, corresponding
to March 31st, 2011. To emulate multi-homed service deploy-
ment, we cluster Planetlab sites in approximately the same
metropolitan area and treat them as ISPs peering with the same
service location—similar to the approach followed in [12]. Our
setup has 12 service locations distributed in North America,
Europe and Asia with 3-6 ISP connections each.

Requests arrive from about 95000 IP prefixes. For latencies
to these prefixes, we use iPlane [14], a system that collects
wide-area network statistics to Internet destinations from Plan-
etlab vantage points. To correlate the traffic and latency data,
we narrow down our client set to 24530 IP prefixes, which
contribute 38% traffic (by requests) of the entire trace. The
costs per unit bandwidth for ISP links are derived from a real-
life cloud bandwidth pricing plan [19]. We refer the reader to
Appendix D for full details.

Benefits of joint optimization. We evaluate the benefits of full
information visibility for cost and perf in isolation. Conceptu-
ally, this corresponds to setting K = 0 and K = ∞ respectively
in the GLOBAL optimization. For perf, we compare against a
baseline mapping that optimizes for average latency assuming
per-client least latency path is used to reach each client from
each data center, and a routing that optimizes perf. From
hourly optimizations on the CDN trace, we find that GLOBAL
achieves ≈ 10ms smaller perf than this baseline on average.



Adaptive Cold start
# iterations 3 4 5 4 5 6
# instances 22 1 1 13 10 1

accuracy % 0.39 0.14 0.27 0.74 0.40 0.18

TABLE I. SOLUTION OPTIMALITY AND CONVERGENCE.

For cost, we use a baseline mapping that optimizes for average
cost assuming average per-link cost is incurred at each data
center, and routing that optimizes cost. GLOBAL achieves
between 3-55% lower cost across the trace.

Optimality to within 1% in 3-6 iterations. Over 24 hourly
problem instances through the trace, we record the number
of iterations for convergence of mapping-routing alternate
projections, and the difference (in %) of the converged ob-
jective from the optimal value of GLOBALΦ, i.e., accuracy.
As a convergence criterion, we test if objective values from
successive iterations are within a fixed percentage (say 1%) of
each other. We examine two sets of initial conditions, namely
cold start, i.e., mapping is initialized with uniform round robin
splitting, and adaptive, i.e., mapping starts from the converged
setting of the previous hour. The results are summarized in
Table I. We find that (i) convergence occurs in 3-6 iterations,
(ii) adaptive mapping generally converges faster than cold
start, and (iii) the converged objectives are indeed within the
fixed tolerance (1%) of the GLOBALΦ optimum.

Optimization runtime under 1 minute on a modern ma-
chine. A single iteration of the alterate projection algorithm
with 12 locations, 49 links and 24530 clients takes about 30
seconds on a desktop machine with a 2.40GHz two-core CPU.

Impact of penalty function Φ on latency. We evaluate how
the value of perf is increased when the distributed algorithm
optimizes a latency objective with link utilization penalties
(objg, eqn. (2)), instead of optimizing perf directly. Note
that this relaxation in general causes an increase in perf.
Over hourly instances through the trace, we find a uniform
increase of ≈ 10ms perf over optimizing perf directly using
100% available link capacities. The gaps are 8ms and 5ms
respectively when using only 95% and 90% of link capacities.

Picking a cost-performance tradeoff. The GLOBAL opti-
mization trades off performance for cost through a parameter
K. However, it can be challenging to know what a good
tradeoff looks like. To understand this better, we visualize a
pareto-optimal tradeoff curve between cost and perf for the the
day in Fig. 6, as K varies. We see that there is a rich tradeoff
space between cost and latency, with perf ranging between
77-145ms (88% increase possible from optimal perf) and
cost ranging between 0.15-0.23 $/GB (53% increase possible).
A service provider could manually pick a sweet spot from
this curve—for example, the value of K corresponding to the
“knee” at perf 98ms and cost $0.175/GB.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is a rich literature exploring the benefits of visibility
between networks, applications and service infrastructure.

Provider networks and selfish applications. P4P [20] and
IETF ALTO [21] advocate that applications should use hints
from ISPs to improve both their performance and ISP control
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Fig. 6. Pareto-optimal tradeoff curve between latency (perf) and cost ($/GB).

over their traffic. OSP traffic engineering differs from this set-
ting since the OSP controls the user-replica mapping directly.

ISP and CDN collaboration. There have been many recent
proposals suggesting collaboration between ISPs and caching
infrastructure to improve service performance [22]–[24]. In
contrast, OSP traffic engineering considers paths across ISPs
connected from distributed service locations. This changes the
problem because flexible content placement inside a single ISP
can provide significant performance gains. However, replica-
tion across ISPs can be expensive for OSPs hosting dynamic
content [7], [25]. Our optimization model more closely re-
sembles earlier proposals to mitigate bad interaction between
replica selection and ISP traffic engineering given the set of
replicas [16], [18], [26]. However, these works consider routing
within a single administrative domain, and do not incorporate
flexible mapping policy constraints, e.g., (1c).

OSP joint traffic engineering. Unlike Entact [2], our algo-
rithm achieves joint system gains by coordinating modular
request-mapping and response-routing systems. Our goals are
similar to those of PECAN [7] but our model also considers
aspects which intimately couple mapping and routing decisions
(e.g., link capacities, bandwidth costs). Xu et al. [9] distribute
the joint optimization for scale; however their separation of
variables does not decouple the mapping and routing systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

We address the problem of jointly optimizing request-
mapping and response-routing for online services, while re-
taining the functional separation between them. We highlight
the challenges in achieving the gains of a joint system in a
distributed setting, and mitigate these challenges through a
distributed algorithm that provably converges to a globally
optimum point. Hence, OSPs can attain the benefits of a joint
system—namely better performance at lower cost—while only
slightly refining the behavior of existing infrastructure.
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APPENDIX A
A CENTRALIZED APPROACH TO THE JOINT PROBLEM

We present an equivalent convex formulation of the joint
mapping and routing optimization problem that accepts an
efficient centralized solution. GLOBAL is a non-convex op-
timization problem on variables (αic,β jc), and hence cannot

be solved using standard convex programming techniques. It
is not clear whether local optima exist and how bad they are
relative to the global optimum. However, we show that (1) can
be translated into an equivalent convex optimization problem
by introducing a new set of variables Xi jc, which represents
the fraction of client c traffic that is mapped to data center i
through link j. There is a direct connection between the two
sets of variables: Xi jc = αic ·β jc, ∀(i, j,c) We can rewrite (1)
into the following convex program:

GLOBALX

minimize
∑
i jc

Xi jcvolc
(
pricei j +K ·perfi jc

)
∑
c′

volc′
(5a)

subject to
∣∣∣∣∑c, j∈Ji volcXi jc

∑c′ volc′
−wi

∣∣∣∣≤ εi, ∀i (5b)

∑
c, j∈Ji

volcXi jc ≤ Bi, ∀i (5c)

∑
c,i: j∈Ji

volcXi jc ≤ cap j, ∀ j (5d)

∑
i j

Xi jc = 1, ∀c (5e)

variables Xi jc ≥ 0 ∀ i, j,c

The size of the linear program is O(|J| · |C|). The feasible
sets of GLOBAL and GLOBALX are relevant, and the two
problems have the same optimal objectives.

Theorem 2: GLOBAL and GLOBALX are equivalent.
They have the same optimal objective values. Further, their
optimal solutions can be derived from each other.

Proof: First, the optimal value of GLOBALX is a lower-
bound on that of GLOBAL. Consider any feasible solution
{αic,βi jc} of (1). We construct Xi jc = αic · βi jc, which is
also feasible for problem (5). It can be readily verified that
two solutions achieve the same objective value. Second, the
optimal value of GLOBAL is a lower-bound on that of
GLOBALX . Consider any feasible solution {Xi jc} of (5).
We construct αic = ∑ j∈Ji Xi jc, β jc = Xi jc/αic if αic > 0 and
β jc = 1/|Ji| otherwise. It can be verified that {αic,βi jc} is
feasible for GLOBAL, and achieves the same objective value
as GLOBALX . We establish a one-to-one mapping between
variables of (1) and (5), and hence they obtain the same optimal
objectives and solutions.

The above theorem shows a simple approach to solving the
joint problem by deploying a centralized coordinator. After col-
lecting all necessary information such as {perfi jc,pricei j,volc},
we rewrite (1) into (5), which can be solved using standard
linear programming techniques. We then reconstruct {αic,β jc}
from {Xi jc} using the above methods and distribute them to
all mapping nodes and egress routers.

APPENDIX B
OPTIMALITY OF DISTRIBUTED MAPPING AND ROUTING

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof: To show that β ∗ is an optimal solution to the
routing problem (4), we check the KKT conditions for (4).
These conditions hold if and only if αic fi jc≤αic fi j′c,∀ j, j′ ∈ Ji

http://aws.amazon.com/route53/
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-alto-protocol/


and βi jc > 0. This is true because when αic > 0, the definition
of optimal projection implies the above condition. When
αic = 0, the optimality condition holds too.

B. Existence of Nash Equilibrium

We follow the definitions and proofs of convergence and
optimality in [18]. However, we cannot directly apply their
results because of the presence of data center load balancing
constraints (3b) and (3c).

Theorem 3: There exists a Nash equilibrium.

Proof: We show this by construction. Let X∗ be an
optimal solution to GLOBALX with refined objective function
objg and removing capacity constraint (1b). We construct
a set of mapping and routing decisions as follows: α∗ic =
∑ j∈Ji X∗i jc, β ∗i jc = X∗i jc/α∗ic if α∗ic > 0. If α∗ic = 0, we set β ∗j′c = 1
for some j′= argmin j∈Ji

fi jc, and set β ∗jc = 0 for j∈ Ji\{ j′}. By
Theorem 2, it is easy to check that (α∗,β ∗) is also an optimal
solution to GLOBAL. Therefore, α∗ must be an optimal
solution to MAPPING(β ∗), as otherwise we can find a better
α to improve the global objective function. By definition, α∗

is an optimal projection given β ∗. Similarly, β ∗ is an optimal
solution to ROUTING(α∗). The KKT conditions for (4) imply
that the definition of optimal projection holds when α∗ic > 0.
When α∗ic = 0, our choices of β ∗jc strictly follows the optimal
projection definition. Combining the two cases shows β ∗ is
an optimal projection given α∗. Therefore, (α∗,β ∗) is a Nash
equilibrium.

C. Optimality of Nash Equilibria

Theorem 4: Let (α∗,β ∗) be a Nash equilibrium. Then
{α∗,β ∗} is an optimal solution to GLOBAL.

Proof: Construct a set of variables X∗i jc = α∗ic · β ∗i jc for
∀(i, j,c). We show that {X∗i jc} is an optimal solution to
GLOBALX , given that {α∗ic,β ∗i jc} is a Nash equilibrium. It is
easy to check that {X∗i jc} are feasible for GLOBALX . Then,
it suffices to show that the KKT conditions for GLOBALX
hold with our choice of {X∗i jc} and appropriate choices of
other parameter, e.g., Lagrange multipliers, involved in the
optimality conditions (which we discuss shortly). In a slight
abuse of notation below, we write fi jc(X) = volc(pricei j +K ·
perfi jc)/∑c′ volc′+Φ′j(∑c Xi jcvolc)· volc/|J|. Here we consider
the mapping constraint (3b) only and (3c) should follow
similarly. We write down the KKT conditions for GLOBALX .
There exist dual optimal variables {λi1 ≥ 0,λi2 ≥ 0}i such that

fi jc +(λi1−λi2) ·gc ≤ fi′ j′c +(λi′1−λi′2) ·gc, if Xi jc > 0, ∀c

λi1 ·

(
∑
jc

Xi jcgc−wi− εi

)
= 0, ∀i

λi2 ·

(
∑
jc

Xi jcgc−wi + εi

)
= 0, ∀i

(6)

where gc = volc/∑
c′

volc′ . The first condition originates from

the stationarity requirement, and can be interpreted as follows:
when a link j ∈ Ji (link j of data center i) is used to reach
client c, e.g., Xi jc > 0, its associated marginal cost must be no

greater than the marginal cost of any other link j ∈ J. Note
that the marginal cost conditions are similar to those in [18],
but slightly more complicated due to the presence of dual
variables and constraints. The second and third optimality
conditions are complementary slackness for the dual variables
and corresponding constraints.

Next we consider a Nash equilibrium (α∗,β ∗). We can
write down the KKT optimality conditions for MAPPING
and ROUTING, respectively, because the definition of optimal
projection implies the optimality to the two optimization
problems. Following the same notations, we have:

(i) KKT optimality conditions for MAPPING: there exist
dual optimal variables {µi1 ≥ 0,µi2 ≥ 0}i such that

∑
j∈Ji

β
∗
i jc fi jc +(µi1−µi2)gc ≤

∑
j′∈Ji′

β
∗
j′c fi′ j′c +(µi′1−µi′2)gc, if α

∗
ic > 0, ∀c

µi1 ·
(

∑
c

α
∗
icgc−wi− εi

)
= 0, ∀i

µi2 ·
(

∑
c

α
∗
icgc−wi + εi

)
= 0, ∀i

(7)

Similarly, the first condition is the stationarity requirement,
and the second and third conditions are the complementary
slackness for the dual variables.

(ii) KKT optimality conditions for ROUTING:

fi jc ≤ fi j′c for j, j′ ∈ Ji and β
∗
i jc > 0, ∀(i,c) where α

∗
ic > 0 (8)

It follows that the values of fi jc are equal for all j such that
β ∗i jc > 0 and α∗ic > 0.

By our construction, X∗i jc = α∗ic · β ∗i jc. We next show that
{X∗i jc} satisfy the optimality conditions (6), given the KKT
conditions (7)-(8) established for {α∗ic,β ∗i jc}. Without loss of
generality, consider X∗i jc > 0 for some (i, j,c) and j ∈ Ji, and
we have α∗ic > 0,β ∗i jc > 0.

From ROUTING optimality conditions (8), we know that
fi j̄c takes the same value for all j̄ ∈ Ji when β ∗j̄c > 0. By our
choice of β ∗i jc > 0, we have

∑
j̄∈Ji

β
∗
j̄c fi j̄c = fi jc ·∑

j̄∈Ji

β
∗
j̄c = fi jc (9)

Consider any link j′ in data center i′, i.e., j′ ∈ Ji′ . There exists
at least one link j′′ ∈ Ji′ such that β ∗j′′c > 0. Applying the
optimality conditions (8) on (i′, j′′,c), we have

fi′ j′′c ≤ fi′ j′c (10)

Further, by an argument similar to (9), we have

fi′ j′′c = ∑
j̄∈Ji′

β
∗
j̄c fi′ j̄c (11)

To show that (6) holds for {X∗i jc}, it suffices to find a
set of parameters {λi1 ≥ 0,λi2 ≥ 0} for all i such that those
equalities and inequalities in (6) hold. We claim that the dual



optimal variables {µi1,µi2} in (7) can be used as a choice of
{λi1,λi2}. We then show that the KKT optimality conditions
(6) are satisfied with such choices. Consider X∗i jc > 0 for some
(i, j,c) and j ∈ Ji, we write down its associated marginal cost
fi jc, and compare it against that of any other link j′ ∈ Ji′ for
the same client c. We have

fi jc +(λi1−λi2) ·gc

= fi jc +(µi1−µi2) ·gc (choice of dual variables)
= ∑

j̄∈Ji

β
∗
i jc fi j̄c +(µi1−µi2) ·gc by (9)

≤ ∑
j̄∈Ji′

β
∗
j̄c fi′ j̄c +(µi′1−µi′2) ·gc by (7)

= fi′ j′′c +(µi′1−µi′2) ·gc by (11)
≤ fi′ j′c +(µi′1−µi′2) ·gc by (10)
= fi′ j′c +(λi′1−λi′2) ·gc (choice of dual variables)

So we arrive at the conclusion that {X∗i jc} are optimal solutions
to GLOBALX . Therefore, {α∗ic,β ∗i jc} are also optimal solutions
to GLOBAL as they attain the same optimal objective values.

D. Convergence to Nash Equilibrium

Theorem 5: Alternate projection of MAPPING and
ROUTING converges to a Nash equilibrium.

Proof: Consider the refined function objg 2, which is
the common objective for both MAPPING and ROUTING
problems. By the definition of optimal projections, the objec-
tive value of objg is a decreasing sequence in the alternate
projection algorithm. In addition, the objective value is lower-
bounded by the optimal value of GLOBALX . Therefore, there
exists a limit point of the sequence. Similarly, we can argue
that the (α,β ) sequence also has a limit point, since the
the feasible space of {α,β} is compact and continuous. It
is not difficult to check that the limit point must be be a Nash
equilibrium, as otherwise we can find another feasible solution
that is within an ε-ball of the the limit point, which gives a
lower objective value than the limit of objg, which contradicts
our assumption at the beginning.

APPENDIX C
PERFORMANCE PENALTY FUNCTION

ISP traffic engineering models link congestion cost with a
convex increasing function Φ(r j) on the link traffic load, i.e.,
r j. The exact shape of the function is not important, and we
use the same piecewise linear cost function as in [17], given
below:

Φ j(r j,cap j) =



r j 0≤ r j/cap j < 1/3
3r j−2/3 · cap j 1/3≤ r j/cap j < 2/3
10r j−16/3 · cap j 2/3≤ r j/cap j < 9/10
70r j−178/3 · cap j 9/10≤ r j/cap j < 1
500r j−1468/3 · cap j 1≤ r j/cap j < 11/10
5000r j−16318/3 · cap j 11/10≤ r j/cap j < ∞

In our evaluations, we scale this function such that 100%
utilization gives a 250ms queuing latency, corresponding to
some standard router buffer sizes.

APPENDIX D
EXPERIMENT SETUP

We evaluate the benefits of the joint mapping-routing
approach using trace-based simulations for CoralCDN [10],
a caching and content distribution platform running on top
of Planetlab. Planetlabis a service deployment platform which
spans more than 800 sites geographically distributed in six
continents. We correlate the traffic data with latency mea-
surements from iPlane [14] which collects various wide-area
network statistics to destinations on the Internet from a few
hundred vantage points (hosted on Planetlab nodes). All data
corresponds to March 31st, 2011.

Emulating data centers by clustering Coral nodes:
Most Planetlab sites are single-homed i.e., have just one ISP
connecting them to the Internet. Therefore, it is challenging to
demonstrate the benefits of our scheme on Coral, because the
only decision that controls the latency and cost of user requests
is the mapping decision. Instead, we adopt the approach
followed in [12] where we treat multiple Planetlab sites in
the same general metropolitan area as different egress links
of a single data center located in that area. The density of
Planetlab sites around certain cities makes such “clustering” of
sites into data centers possible. We handpicked 12 data centers
located in North America, Europe, Asia and South America,
with a minimum of three Coral nodes in each data center and
a maximum of six.

We show the locations of the data centers in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Location of the 12 emulated data centers.

Routable prefixes as client aggregates: We aggregate
users into routable Internet prefixes (from a RouteViewsFIB
dump), for two reasons. First, routing decisions at data center
egress routers happen at this granularity, hence it is a natural
choice. Second, the aggregation of IP prefixes in routing tables
enables us to decide on reachability and latency information
for a larger number of client IPs from the same set of initial
latency measurements. The number of routable IP prefixes is
large (≈ 350,000) but only ≈ 95000 of these send any traffic
to Coral.

Traffic data from CoralCDN: We use a worldwide re-
quest trace from CoralCDN which lists a request timestamp,
the Planetlab site at which it was received, a client IP address,
and the number of bytes involved in the transfer. Overall, this
trace contains 27 million requests and over a terabyte of data.



For our experiments, we aggregate the requests made by clients
into their most specific IP prefix from the RouteViews dump,
and average their request rates for each hour.

Latency measurements from iPlane: We extract round
trip latency (in milliseconds) from the iPlane logs, which
contain traceroutes made to a large number of IP addresses
from various vantage points at Planetlab sites. We only use
latency information from vantage points which are also ‘egress
links’ in the data centers we picked in Figure 7, which
limits us to 49 vantage points. We assign the latency to each
destination IP address to the corresponding most-specific IP
prefix from the RouteViews dump, assuming that the latency is
representative. If there is latency data for multiple IP addresses
from the same prefix, we use their average value. The logs
provide only one set of latency values for the entire day,
and we assume that the paths are lightly loaded when the
probes occur—hence treating these measured latencies as path
propagation delays.

Picking a set of workable client prefixes: The set of
destination IP prefixes for which latency data is available is
not uniform across vantage points. Hence, we only retain data
for destinations which are reachable from at least one vantage
point belonging to each data center. This allows us to perform
mapping of any client to any data center. Next, we intersect
this set of destinations with those client prefixes which send
traffic to Coral CDN at any time through the day. We are left
with a set of about 24500 prefixes, which constitute about 39%
of the total traffic trace by requests and 38% by bytes.

Capacity estimations: The capacities of links connecting
Planetlab sites to the Internet are not publicly available,
and even if they are, Planetlab machines are shared across
multiple services each possibly with bandwidth caps. Instead
of attempting to determine capacity or bandwidth caps from
ground truth (this information is not publicly available to our
knowledge), we estimate them through traffic volumes in the
trace.

The key assumption we make for setting capacities from
observed traffic is that links are provisioned for a specific
peak utilization. We determine the peak request rates received
by Coral nodes which are part of the emulated data centers.
We scale these numbers as follows: (1) we account for a
specific peak utilization (80%), hence scaling by 100/80;
(2) we account for the traffic received by all Coral nodes
(including those not part of the emulated data centers) through
scaling by the ratio of peak hourly traffic over all Coral nodes
to the peak hourly traffic over the chosen Coral nodes.

Bandwidth cost estimation: We assume a simple charging
model based on total amount of data transferred over a given
period of time. We employ a performance-based model where
we assign a higher cost to a link which provides lower latency
paths to a higher proportion of traffic volume (as determined
from the traffic and latency trace information). To quantify this,
we first determine the number of requests serviced by each
Coral node assuming that clients are serviced by the latency-
wise closest Coral node. We then use table II (motivated by
price values from Amazon EC2 bandwidth pricing [19]) to
determine the charging price per GB of data sent over that
link.

Data Center Popularity Pricing
(total request volume per day: ×105) ($ per GB)

¡ 1 0.005
1 - 10 0.120
10 - 50 0.210

50 - 150 0.280
150 - 500 0.330

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE-BASED PRICING MODEL.
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